Insight Case Checking
Deliver an efficient Risk Based
Checking Policy with Insight
The FSA (now FCA) have in recent years given pointed
feedback to the industry that they see an effective
case checking process as essential to any organisation
that is serious about providing consistent levels of
advice
Distribu on businesses have begun to act to protect their brand and
reputa on as well as mee ng FCA expecta ons by implemen ng Risk
Based Checking policies. This approach to the checking process allows
limited and specialised resources to concentrate their eﬀorts on the
cases that carry the greatest risk. The prac cal issue has always been
how to eﬃciently iden fy which cases should be selected for
checking, without spending the me to scru nise each and every case
(by which me most of a check has been carried out).
Insight Case Checking supports a number of conven onal and risk
based approaches to the case checking business process. Insight can
be configured specifically to support each customer’s case checking
policy and over me, adapt to the changing regulatory needs and
results of using the system.
In order to ensure that valuable checking resources are best
deployed, Insight uses a risk engine to automa cally calculate the rela ve risk of a submi ed case based on product, adviser and
customer data. These risk ra ngs can be specified and configured by each
distribu on enterprise to reflect their checking policy and
a tude
to risk.

Cases can be checked in 3 key ways:
Configurable rules or criteria—These rules are created and
maintained by business users and in combina on or on their own,
create a risk profile for each case. All cases can then be ranked
according to their rela ve risk and subsequently selected for
checking. Risk criteria can be based on factors such a premium
case size, product type, applicant age, adviser experience etc.
Percentage checking—A set percentage of cases can be selected,
varied by the risk profile and status of each adviser (for example
100% of cases for new starters un l proved competent, 10%
checking for low risk advisers and so on).
Quotas—Checking against a 'quota' for each adviser, firm or
product type, ensuring that the organisa on is scru nising the
appropriate breadth and depth of their organisa on.
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Key Features
Risk based checking is eﬃcient and eﬀec ve
Embeds policy and process throughout organisa on
Streamlines checking processes
Workflow and case load balancing
Replaces paper, spreadsheets and manual processes
Cases imported automa cally or manually
Full permission access and audit trail
Integrates with other Insight modules—Adviser Risk
and KPI’s
Dashboard Management Informa on—trends, alerts
and analysis

Key Benefits
Process support through case management, dynamic
forms and workflow ensures that paper forms,
spreadsheets and manual processes are eliminated
All cases can be handled—new business submission,
mul -product sale, subsequent review mee ngs
Ability to check all cases pre-sale, post sale, historically
or via a monitoring scheme
Interac ons by all par cipants in the case checking
process can be managed, including referral to higher
authority or for a secondary check and handling of
remedial ac on requests to/from the adviser
Extensive MI and dashboard func onality allows
management to drill down into the detail from an
overarching summary view of ac vity, progress and
performance against checking targets

Formed in 2001, Redland Business Solu ons is the leading provider of specialised GRC (Governance Risk and
Compliance) IT solu ons to the financial services and insurance industries. The company has received widespread
acclaim for its Insight solu on which ensures eﬀec ve management in the T&C (Training & Competence) arena.
The Insight pla orm enables cri cal business applica ons to be developed and deployed rapidly to support specific
processes within financial services; including a leading edge T&C system.
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